When comparing the myriad options available for the treatment of patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD) today compared to just 1 decade ago, it is a testimony to physicians who have advocated for their patients and to innovators dedicated to advancing the field. Although these technological advances provide hope for the rapidly expanding population of patients with claudication or critical limb ischemia, the selection of optimal strategies by physicians has become challenging. With the publication of important comparative trials of one technology versus another, we are finally gaining prospective, multicenter, and, in some cases, randomized data to help us make better choices.

The major classes of endovascular technologies, including percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA), bare-metal balloon-expandable and self-expanding stents, fabric-covered stents, and atherectomy (directional, rotational, and laser), have all demonstrated various degrees of efficacy and acceptable safety for patients. However, it has been the advent of drug-eluting technologies, including drug-eluting stents (DESs) and drug-coated balloons (DCBs), that has rapidly influenced the decisions of endovascular specialists. DCBs have demonstrated significant improvements in primary patency and target lesion revascularization (TLR) rates when compared to uncoated PTA catheters in high-quality, multicenter, prospective randomized controlled trials.2,3 In addition, recently published 5-year data comparing DESs to PTA or uncoated self-expanding stents have given specialists confidence in drug-eluting technology due to durable superiority in patency and TLR.4

There remains confusion, however, regarding the role of DESs versus DCBs in the management of PAD. Some advocate for initial therapy with a DCB, promoting the “leave nothing behind” concept and allowing for simpler revascularization options should restenosis occur. Others believe that for longer lesions or more complex, heavily calcified atherosclerotic plaques, DESs will offer superior primary patency. Until prospective randomized trials comparing these two classes of devices are reported, we are left with best efforts at clinical decision making for individual patients. Scientists have studied mechanisms and dosing of drug-delivery in order to determine optimal device development. It does appear that strategies to prolong exposure of therapeutic antirestenosis drug levels may offer clinical advantages, at least in animal models.5 These data may advance the development of next generations of drug-eluting technologies.

Although we are moving closer to understanding which device strategies to use in which patients, there remains a significant knowledge gap that, until closed, will promote expert opinions, consensus, and individual patient assessments for the selection of treatment strategies. There is no doubt that in addition to patency and TLR reduction data, cost effectiveness will play an impactful role in decision making at the provider and system levels. As the cost-effectiveness data arise, TLR appears as the major driver of added costs.6 However, the ultimate algorithm for the treatment of PAD remains elusive.7